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We are living in the information era and the only way to tame such an astronomical amount of
information is through software. Today's software systems are growing increasingly larger and
more complex, and they are everywhere. For example, the recent version of the Linux kernel is
about 20 MLOC. Software projects routinely measure in the millions of lines of code, span
several programming languages, and are expected to run on a variety of platforms with various
configurations. It is no surprise that developers face challenges in creating code that is reliable,
secure, efficient, and maintainable. My overarching research goal is to address the critical
question: How can we efficiently verify the resilience of these extensive codebases against
sophisticated cybersecurity attacks?

My research aims to simplify the creation of secure software systems and assist developers in
identifying security issues within their own systems. Society increasingly relies on software to
handle sensitive information and safety-critical tasks across government, businesses, military,
and private sectors. The key challenge in building and maintaining secure software systems is
developing software analysis techniques that: (1) define application-specific security
guarantees; (2) express and understand the security requirements of applications; and (3)
develop interactive tools that provide human-comprehensible evidence to help analysts
comprehend, visualize, and interact with detected anomalies, violations, vulnerabilities, and
emergent unintended behaviors for seamless and accurate auditing and verification.

My vision for future research is to broaden the scope and impact of program analysis, pushing
the boundaries of what can be discovered about program dynamics using novel machine-centric
approaches. This involves making advanced program analysis techniques more useful and
accessible for developers, enabling them to build secure software systems and efficiently audit
and verify these systems against sophisticated cybersecurity attacks.

In addition to seeking an outstanding career at one of the world's leading universities, my
overarching goal is to establish a robust research and development laboratory focused on
creating novel and practical program analysis techniques to ensure the security of software
systems and verify their resilience against sophisticated cyber-security threats. This new
laboratory will aim to establish strong connections and collaborations with leading industry firms
(such as Google, Microsoft, Amazon) and academia to define research goals and future
directions.

The remainder of this document will highlight a selection of my research contributions and
outline the future directions I plan to pursue.



Program Analysis for Software Security
With the growing dependence on software in embedded and cyber-physical systems, where
vulnerabilities and malware can lead to disasters, efficient and accurate verification has become
crucial for safety and cybersecurity [17]. Formal verification of large software systems has long
been an elusive target, riddled by problems of low accuracy and high computational complexity
[8, 6, 29, 30, 9]. The need for automating verification is undeniable [14, 13, 12]; however, human
involvement remains indispensable for accurate real-world software verification [16]. Automation
should enable and simplify human cross checking, especially when the stakes are high. My
research work in this area highlights a new frontier of software analysis and verification aimed at
ensuring the safety and security of critical software systems. The goal is to leverage automation
to amplify human intelligence, scaling it to manage large software systems. This approach
aligns with the Intelligence Amplification (IA) vision propounded by Frederick Brooks [7].

My research is grounded in the notion that software developers do not play dice; there is an
inherent software model embedded in design documents that developers translate into
software. My research focuses on leveraging this knowledge by modeling software as graphs of
graphs. We then develop techniques to abstract out all irrelevant details from these graphs,
resulting in compact and human-comprehensible graphs we call evidence [28, 12, 13, 23, 15].
This evidence is used to reason about the behaviors of programs. We have developed
algorithmic methods for answering queries about the static behavior of programs. These queries
have broad applications in software engineering, including program analysis and verification
(can a null pointer be dereferenced?), security analysis (can an adversary learn something
about a customer's credit card information from the program's output?), and compiler
optimization (is a given computation redundant?). Technology that can answer such questions
quickly and accurately has the potential to revolutionize the way we build software.

The focus of my dissertation work was on evidence-enabled software verification [28]. This
research aims to create a powerful fusion of automation and human intelligence [16, 18, 15] by
incorporating algorithmic innovations to tackle major challenges and advance the
state-of-the-art in accurate and scalable software verification, where complete automation has
remained intractable. The key is a mathematically rigorous notion of verification-critical evidence
that the machine abstracts from software, empowering humans to reason with it. The algorithmic
innovation lies in discovering the patterns developers have applied to manage complexity and
leveraging these patterns. Pattern-based verification is crucial because the problem is otherwise
intractable.

The papers [23, 11, 22, 21, 15] present a mathematical foundation to define relevant behaviors.
Computing the relevant program behaviors involves: (a) computing the relevant program
statements, (b) computing the relevant conditions to determine the feasibility of relevant
behaviors, and (c) computing the relevant program behaviors. These papers introduce the
Projected Control Graph (PCG) as an abstraction to directly compute the relevant behaviors for
a broad class of software safety and security problems. The papers present an efficient
algorithm to transform a Control Flow Graph (CFG) into a PCG with complexity O(|V| + |E|),



where |V| and |E| are the numbers of nodes and edges in the CFG, respectively. The PCG is
human-comprehensible and significantly smaller than the corresponding CFG.

I have also introduced an efficient PCG-based verification algorithm that leverages the PCG
concept to define compact function summaries, using it to verify lock/unlock pairing and
allocation/deallocation pairing in the Linux kernel. The PCG-based verifier is able to verify
99.3% of the 66,609 lock instances (from three different versions of the Linux kernel) in less
than four hours. Additionally, the PCG-based verifier was able to verify properties of 92.3% of
the allocation instances in one Linux version. This verification scalability, efficiency, and
accuracy were previously beyond the reach of state-of-the-art automated techniques such as
BLAST [6]. The PCG-based verification resulted in reporting seven instances of lock/unlock
pairing violations and 50 instances of memory leaks to the Linux kernel community.

I have also worked on two high-profile DARPA projects, APAC [1] and STAC [4], as part of my
collaboration with the Iowa State University team. In the APAC project [1], the goal was to detect
malware and security vulnerabilities in military Android applications. Through various live
engagements at DARPA facilities, we were presented with numerous military applications where
sophisticated malware and security vulnerabilities were manually injected by third-party teams.
During these engagements, we were asked to run our developed tools and analyses to detect
these malware and security vulnerabilities. We were proud to be the leading team in this project
in terms of efficiency and accuracy.

The STAC project [4] focuses on detecting Algorithmic Complexity (AC) and Side-Channel (SC)
attacks in Java bytecode applications. The research goal was to build upon the analysis tools
and techniques developed in APAC to: (1) detect hidden paths with higher algorithmic
complexities that attackers could exploit, and (2) reveal clever adversary attacks using traffic
analysis through the study of network packet size and timing to reveal sensitive information. To
this end, we developed an arsenal of program analysis, comprehension, and visualization
techniques to mitigate such attacks. Personally, I have participated in two live engagements at
DARPA facilities, where we were presented with curated apps embedded with AC and SC
attacks. The goal was to use the developed techniques to detect these embedded
vulnerabilities.

Currently, I am leading the research and development effort at EnSoft Corp. to build a novel
interactive analysis framework for binaries. The goal is to enable on-the-fly security
vulnerabilities patching, making it easier for software practitioners to patch legacy systems and
provide instant, small-sized security patches. This approach minimizes the risk of potential
downtimes and reduces the effort required to reinstall systems from scratch.

Configuration Security and Build Code Analysis
Software building is the process that converts and integrates source code, libraries, and other
data in a software project into stand-alone deliverables and executable files. This process is
managed by a build tool, a program that coordinates and controls other tools [3]. A build tool
executes the build commands according to the rules specified in build files, written in a build



language supported by the tool. Popular build tools include make, ant, and maven. Prior
research has found that build maintenance can impose a 12% to 36% overhead on software
development [19]. In large-scale systems, build files quickly grow in complexity as they must
support building the same software across multiple platforms with various configuration and
environment parameters [10]. McIntosh et al. [20] found that 4% to 27% of tasks involving
source code changes also require changes in the related build code. They concluded that build
code continually evolves and is likely to have defects due to a high churn rate [20]. These
studies highlight the need for better tool support for build code.

My research focuses on developing techniques to support developers in managing complex
build code. To this end, we have developed SYMake [24, 25], an infrastructure and tool for the
analysis of build code in GNU make. SYMake includes an Abstract Syntax Tree building
module, a symbolic evaluation algorithm, and an evaluation trace building algorithm. We used
SYMake to develop a tool for detecting code smells and support refactoring in Makefiles. Our
evaluation on real-world Makefiles showed that our renaming tool is accurate and efficient, and
users could detect code smells and refactor Makefiles more accurately.

Software Maintenance
Software bugs are inevitable, and bug fixing is an essential and costly phase of software
development. These defects are often reported in bug reports stored in an issue tracking system
or bug repository. These reports need to be assigned to the most appropriate developers who
will eventually fix the issues. This process, known as bug triaging, is challenging, expensive,
and time-consuming, as it requires bug triagers to manually read, analyze, and assign bug fixers
for each newly reported bug. Triagers can become overwhelmed by the volume of reports
added to the repository. The time and effort spent on triaging typically divert valuable resources
from product improvement to managing the development process. To assist triagers and
enhance the efficiency and reduce the cost of bug triaging, we focused on two aspects: (1)
software tagging of bug reports and (2) automatic bug triaging.

Software tagging has proven to be an efficient, lightweight social computing mechanism for
improving various social and technical aspects of software development. Despite the
importance of tags, there is limited support for automatic tagging of software artifacts, especially
during the evolutionary process of software development. We developed a novel, accurate,
automatic tagging recommendation tool [5] that considers user feedback on tags and efficiently
copes with software evolution. The core technique is an automatic tagging algorithm based on
fuzzy set theory. Our empirical evaluation on the real-world IBM Jazz project demonstrates the
usefulness and accuracy of our approach and tool. The tool can tag work items based on
previously manually tagged items, allowing developers to easily query work items based on their
social preferences when they tagged those items.

Regarding automatic bug triaging, we developed Bugzie [27, 26], a novel approach for
automatic bug triaging based on fuzzy set and cache-based modeling of developers' bug-fixing
capabilities. Our evaluation results on seven large-scale subject systems show that Bugzie



achieves significantly higher levels of efficiency and correctness than existing state-of-the-art
approaches.

Future Work
State-of-the-art approaches to software security often rely on black-box testing techniques,
which typically overlook the internal workings of vulnerable software systems. These
approaches mitigate security concerns by preventing suspicious access to the software without
providing insights into the underlying vulnerabilities. Consequently, these systems remain
susceptible to undetected and subtle potential attacks.

In our pursuit of enhancing software security, we aim to extend current methodologies by
developing innovative analysis techniques and tools that leverage mathematical abstractions
and machine-centric approaches. Our goal is to bridge the detection gap for sophisticated
vulnerabilities, empowering software practitioners to audit and verify their systems with precision
before releasing their code to customers. This requires integrating a hacker's mental model and
sophisticated abstractions into our analysis framework, thereby amplifying the analyst's ability to
detect intricate vulnerabilities.

Reflecting on my experiences with DARPA projects like APAC and STAC, and my tenure at
EnSoft Corp., I have witnessed firsthand the critical need for robust security measures in
software development. These experiences have fueled my passion for creating advanced
security solutions that not only detect but also preempt vulnerabilities.

Moreover, securing build code presents a unique set of challenges due to the exponential
combination of configurations and the variety of programming languages used within a single
build system. To address these challenges, we aim to develop novel variability-aware analysis
techniques that operate on graphs of heterogeneous build code artifacts. These artifacts include
elements from different programming languages used in build systems, as well as configuration
information that distinguishes various deployment environments.

In line with my vision of bridging academic research and industry practices, I propose the
creation of a dedicated research lab focused on software security and verification. This lab
would collaborate with leading industry firms and academic institutions to define cutting-edge
research goals and develop practical solutions that ensure the security and resilience of
software systems against sophisticated cyber-attacks. By fostering a collaborative environment,
we can accelerate the advancement of software security technologies and create a safer digital
future.
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